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INTRODUCTION

T.I.L.C. ELEMENTARY DO IT AND UNDERSTAND

CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

*PART I

This booklet is a collection of 133 field-tested learning

activities produced at the Teacher Interactive Learning Center for

teacher use with elementary students. The ideas have been contributed

by public and non - public teachers, paraprofessionals, intern-teachers

and retired teachers. Whi le some ideas were original, others were

modifications or adaptations of existing resources. Some activities

and models contained in this booklet identify the name and town of

the contributor.

The T. I .L.C., Teacher Interactive Lear ni ng Center- of Hartford,

Connecticut, was an innovative regional staff development program

established and operated from 1972 -1975 with the leadership of

Helen DiCorleto, Title III Director.

*PART II

Under separate cover a booklet, T. I .L.C. LOW-COST / NO COST

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT PROTOTYPES AND MODELS

3
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PART I

, I)

1331100 IT AND UtDERSTAND CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

To facilitate the exchange of these motivational' learning tools,

mini-models of the activities were catalogued and housed in a curriculum

bank; a letter or number system plus a content titleildentifled each deposit

box of the bank. The design structure and the directions for each activity ,

were made aval lable along with the "hands-on" materials for the teacher to

"see" as well as "do and understand." Participants made the decision either

to replicate a learning activity, modify it for their students, or to create

a prototype to fit a special need. In fact, participants were encouraged to
..

utilize a design structure or idea and to tailor it to meet the specific

learning styles and needs of their students. Thus, rather than trying to

fit chi ldren's needs to inflexible commercial tools, teachers selected and

created learning activities tai lored to their own pupils' needs.

Field testing had beef accomplished prior to the receipt of each con-

tribution. Teachers felt that these were some of their teaching-learning

act! vi ti es which had been most effective in presenting concepts and in extending

the learning experiences of their students. Not al I activities have an indicated

grade level since it was observed that many fine motivational learning activities

provided a cross-grade structure which could be modified to meet a considerable

range simply by varying the content material developed for use with the activity.

The T.1.L.C. was a voluntary program. Participants were encouraged to be

self-directed and to determine by the assessment of their students' needs

whether to use an activity fo the pres -sntat ion of a new concept, or for rein-

forcement of a newly-acquired ski I I , or for ihe purpose of enrichment.

4



No sequence has been attempted in this collection, although the

activities are classified by content area:

Communication Arts Activities

Mathematics Activities

Learning Disabi I it i es Activities

Activities are coded to a content key of objectives. Recognizing the

reality of individual teaching styles and of individual student learning

styles a number of activities may be coded to one particular objective.

KEY OF OBJECTIVES FOR 38 "DO IT AND UNDERSTAND" COMM1JNICATION ARTS

CUI,RTCOLUM ACTIVITIM

Mastery Wi 11 Be Shown By The Student Demonstrating 90% Effectiveness
In The Acquisition Of:

3.

21 the abi I ity to recognize letters

22 the corrpetercy to recogn-i-felnitia I consonant sounds and to make
word fami I i es

1

23 the skill in recognizing and using blends, digraphs, suffixes, and
word parts

24 the recognition of words as contractions and the ability to make them

25 the recognition and making of compound words and of syllables

26 the concept of sequence

27 the ability to make inferences, ana log ies, draw conclusions, and c iassi fy

28 the knowledge of correct usage, of parts of speech, and of punctuation

29 the capabi I ity to think creatively and express oneself in creative language

30 familiarity with children's classics

31 the abi 1 i ty to read and fel low 'I rect ions

32 prof icIpney in word recognition

33 the eye-hi nd coord i nation requi red

34 spatial relationships and visual perception and motor skills requ i rod

35 I he ski I Ir, re I at 1 ng to learning d ;Gab' I it,i es



KEY OF 01111-CTIVES FOR 73 "DO IT AND UNDERSTAND" MATHEMATICS
,',URRICULUM ACTIVITIES

Mastery Wi 11 Be Shown By The Student Demonstrating 90% Effectiveness
In The Acquisition Of:

01 number sequence

02 the meaning of the mathematical symbols for "greater than" and "less than"

03 the concept of ,fewest and most

04 the abi lity to add to any sum

.,

05 understanding the difference between cardinal and ordinal numbers

06 the ski II In counting from 1-10

07 symbol recognition for cardinal numbers

08 recognition of geome+ric shapes and names

09 the understand ir) of p lace value

10 the abi lity to tell time

11 the understanding and the i'sage of money

12 the ability to subtract from any number
..

3.

13 the concept of multiplication as repeated addition and the abi I ity to

perform the process

14 the concept of division as repeated subtraction and the abi lity to perform
the process

15 the idea that fractions express equal parts of one whole unit or one
whole set; the ability to express a fraction numerically (2/4)

16 the understanding and use of the units of linear measurement

17 the abi I i ty to discover and continue a pattern

18 the reading, the interpretation, and the construction of various
types of graphs

19 the ability to use various units of metric measure

20 the skill in the recognition and reading of numbers in both Spanish and

English

-3-
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' KEY OF OBJECTIVES FOR 22 "DO IT AND UNARSTAM" CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES FOR
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mastery Will Be Shown By The Student Derronstrating 90% Effectiveness In
The Acquisition Of:

35-32 proficiency in w:,rd recognition

35-21 the ability to recognize. letters

35-08 recognition of geometric shapes and names

35-06 the ski II in counting from 1-10

35-06 the abi LIty to add to any sum

35-12 the abi lity to subtract from any number
J.

35-27 the abi lity to make inferences, analogies, draw conclusions
and classify

35-22 the competency to recognize initial consonant sounds and make
word families

35-07 symbol recognition for cardinal numbers

35-33 the eye-hand coordination requ 1 red

35-34 spatial relationships and visual perception and motor skills
required

35-01 number sequence

35-26 the concept of sequence

35-31 the ability to read and follow directions

7,0

4
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- 22 - JNITTAL ,SIONsoNANT

Make a cake.' Place the letters AKE on the cake. Cut 2 slits before the

letters. Make .a slider containing the letters that wt II make words when

placed before AKE.

- 23 - FIND THE RIGHT HOUSE

One player - child fl Hs up board.

sir r

/
I

15 players - each chi Id picks a house. In turn each child picks a word. If it
1

I

matches his house, he fills up a space towards his house with the card.

Teacher makes words with the endings in houses. Can be used with blends, vowels,

digraphs, suffixes, etc.

FIND TOE RIGHT t-touSE
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23
CL SOUND

-for-Tue S I i to o h s o e, -i-o ng)t.

Can SIid6 in Cthd OLf

-
I

SO

CLUE

Pick a clue fro i each envelope. i,ake

up a dtective story with the clues.
Ask one of your classmates to solve it-0

1

I- r 1 1 I.1)(

her

r & I

:"-^
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25 SYLLAbLES

syllaLles in different colors to help in recognition of syllables.
Cut III words, have child put words back together. Self corrective: Number pieces
of word with same' number. For the second player's cards, letter the backs of the
pieces.

Two players. EachOliyer takes an ,,,aveloe. First player to make all 10 words wins.
Game may be played'oy one.

IL_I@QI

5;71 0 _I erne.

160

CTE liFfn
er1 Ifuti

Irnard
air

I97.

24, 25 I ba:211. OF FLOTAS
1. Teach.2r ch,oses idea of day. 2. Child writes his own words. or 3. Friend and he
write rhy_ins words (or other words). Yerson setting most words wins.
Use gresbe pencil or crayon (v. film.

Sus.: AkillAng words, antonyQs, synonya.shomonyT,s, contac'oions, comp:And words.

13 771.L.c. 1975
,rline Nil dwlstein 41



- 21 - LhTTER RECOGNITION
1. Cut squares apart.

2. Children fit the squares together In a 4 x 4 array so that the edges

that touch are the same letter

A
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- 21 - RECOGNIZING LETTERS

T.I.L.C.

//7-

Circle the correct letter. If a capital A Is at' the top of the card, the

chi Id Is to find all A's on the card and cIrcie them.

glve the number of A'S the chi Id should find.

A
5C A K
DAF R

AGAS

On the back of the gane,30&*5

Yvonne Brown, Glastonbury

4111111110.10IMMENIMINIMMIEWYNINN.Y.1.6111.0.111M.11.4111.0..

/75



24 HANG ON

PURPOSE: A game used to teach the 'use of contractions.

Directions: .Two persons may play this game. See who can match the most contrxtioni

with the words from which they are shortened.

Clip the clothespin with the correct contraction to the card with the two words

from which It was formed.

Pat Hockenberry
Batchelder

T.I.I. C. 1975

?5 -
Compound Word Express is a game for 3rd or 4th grade children.

COMPOUND WORD EXPRESS

Two chi Idren may play. Each child matches the puzzle pieces of the compound words

to form freight train cars. The colors match two. The chi Id who forms the longest

train is the winner.

00.

T.I.L.C. 1975

ft



-25
A. CORNY QUIZ

Fill in.the blank in column 1 to make a
compound word. Use the clues in column 2.

corn 1) A nut
pop. 2) Flower

corn 3) An animal (ill a fable
'h one horn

pop 4/ ,veil liked

corn 5) Point where two Wall
meet

pop , 6) Number of people who
liv'e in 06 area

pop ,7) A quick baking bread
corn , '8) Part of the eye
pop 9) Head of a church
" corn 10) Good to eat in a

movie theatre.

Answers:'

I

1. ! .corn 2. .::opa J. Unicorn 4. Polular 5. Corner b. 1011.11.1ti:r.

7. ronnver 8. Cornea

N
It

9. Pope 1G. :'opcorn

T.I.L.C. l975
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-25-
2 players
Materials:

Procedure:

1.

2.

4.

- 33 -

SYLLABLE TIC -TAC -TOE

Word cards with 2,3, or 4 sylrables

Place word cards down.
Players select X or 0.
Player draws card and tells number of

_X or 0 In num beeed co lumn.

- - -played like Tic -Tac7Toe.

\

1 Slit-LAS L 11C -T C-TO E:

a 3 4

syllables. If correct, he puts

Peter Bo nee, Nay lo r

T1 I. L . C. l

Spatial Concepts
Directions: Child places the correct picture on the shape with the

corresponding wo'd.

Child can correct his own work oy turning over his cards.



-26- HOLIDAY MATCH

Directions: Match holiday to proper month.

Halloween Independence Day

Father's Day Columbus Day

Lincoln's Birthday Mother's Day

Labor Day Washington's
Birthday

New Year's Day St. Patrick's
Day

Thanksgiving Flag Day

Memorial Day Veteran's Day

Valentine's Day Christman

(Have cards with names of months on them.)

1%

-26- MONTHS OF THE YEAR

JANUARY

T.I.L.C.

Arrance monLhs in order.
Variations: 1. Na.r.e the 3rd month. 5th, etc. 2. What month cades after June, be-
fore Dec,:mi,..;:r. 3. Nalles of the month can be printed on this card and student can
match.

MONTHS OF THE YEAR

1 0

JANUARY

J. Jnk-qina, Union Sch.
Farmington

iILC



28 bULLETIN bUAItD

With this board, the children make up the adjectives.
This can also be used as an oral game with a' rroup. One student makes up a sentence

such as, "I saw a baby elephant at the zoo." The next child must add another adjective,

such as, "I saw a happy baLy elephant at the zoo." The next child will then add

another to the rowir list, continuing; until someone leaves one out. He is then out

and the we continues till all but one is, left.

0
An d eck v a clesc6 \)es

o k-A

orck nge

1.=m=11

t 001

we

voelev.e.v..

\'

I 3
r' ,vvet -te

unny

tai r s-k yl

Ann Cooney
New Park Ave. Sch. Hfd.

II ale,'
1.e% y

T.1-L.C. 076".

-eer - se vs- sew e -e-se stew -es, v.* s vt e s, e ...Au-,



-29 OPAL OR '..:RITTEN

. 1. Compile a story sack. 2. Using boggles, rut an object it each (or for variation,
put several objects in one b.wgie.) 3. AssiEnment: A. Choose a bgtie from story
saa. b. Croate - story in y-ur head abut it is in the ba,Lie. C. Then toll your
story t..) a friend, the tale recorer, or write your story.

1i i.e Hernen

1:;,.ry HooLer Sch. Efb.

-rd.t.c /9

- 29 - 0: OtigTo:=UILIA

Those are woros ,hich :qa;:e the se sounds they describe. How many of these ;.ords
do yLu !mow': '1,./ -,dtn % friezd. Gee ,/,(, c;.r. cues the Lost words that are sounds

'Tv,.e all IL. .'e herd.
d.irint th- above o- the out-.ide o': ,In eAvelone. Inside hove cards llxe the following

salw:des.

1

ClIrA9 - LI

/

f

\fo ifre: a

I

4,, y`.: 41..,... b.-41~AT somm,Warwriwr ,was...................--.. .........- .-- - --- .

1976-
711.C.

..
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- 29 -
Creative Viritin3

f'n 63 ne &t:1u ore an
t=1 IN1

you kve c dieen bicvyn5 in o
you have. ID 5 .56 it on jOu

How freCta 1141

615
af&

P4'

a

am °LIS

YOLtil

117
T.

Choose your V e.
- 29 -
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- 31 - COaAND CARDS

Objective: To give practice in following directions and increase word meaning.

Procedure: The student reads the cards, one at a time, and does what it tells him

to do. He looks up the meaning of unknown words and should be encouraged to use L

word attack skills to sound them out.

5tretc a'n
yawn,

"."

sc r6±ck your
elbow.

Tel teacher
vanehseci

1.1) ehns.

*II ley If `

Make a corn)Dounci
Word u±

rite 0 116.Y

r.8n -Hie.
boa.rei,

Arr,b)e_ ika
icloc\r,

s- aiie

T.1.L.C. 1 c,r7];
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- 29 - BODY METAPHOR/ BOOKLETS

a

A. MATERIALS: paper, pencil, crayons

B. DIRECTIONS TO THE CLASS:

A metaphor is a colorful phrase in our. language. It is a way of describing

something and there are many types of metaphors. From the following list

can you guess what type it Is? Can you imagine how these metaphors would

look if we took Vie words literal ly? This could be an idea for a very funny

picture book. Choose some of the metaphors you like best and illustrate them,

hands of the clOolc

face of the clock

''.eye of a potato

leg of a chair

foot of the bed

ear of corn

eye of a needle

I

spine of a book

tongue of a shoe

arm of a couch

spine of a book

neck of a bottle

teeth of a comb

body of a story

Lib14 of a. ni ,

me va
9

Face of a..
Clock

Its o4' a
Chbirdmil

m 'II
«4 181

Heavi
, ...1-,ifi

e ,

of ao n

7.1.k..C, . I 9 '"g

41.



- 32 - F:::,HING GAME

Materials: I. bucket (wastebasket) 2. fishing pole (long stick, ruler, or

pointer with string attached sand magnet at end. 3 "fish" (words written on
fish cutouts which have a paper clip attached).

Procedure: I. Place all fish in bucket. 2. In turn, each chi Id goes "fishing".

If he can read the word (s) on fish, he keeps it. If rot he must throw fish

back in. (Can be used to reinforce word attack ski I Is or with new spel ling words, etc.

Variation: Number i -3 can be assigned to words according to difficulty.
Winner would be chi Id with highest count.

Linda C I eary

New VG'vtc Ao, /97



- 28
Tabs

Game: Student picks a card. He must then act out the action word he chose. He then
picks a student to guess his verb. If-the student is correct he has a turn to pick a
card and repeat the procedure.
Activity: The student picks a card and illustrates- the action. These can then be
put on a board ith the words written under them.
Others: 1) Student must use the word in a sentence. 2) Student must put the word
in the past tense.

20 Usage, Parts of Speech

- 28 -

Irun -;a-A-- 1

dance.

Sarnplec

ADVERB ACTION

p u ddy

Sour es

p

1

sc rat c\-

\ u 3 ify)\

TI.L.C.

1175



29 IF ANIMALS COULD TALK

What. would +kcy say? Put your saying in the envelope under the picture.

envelope
LAWN Ir
e.aCt%

rttt.tre

Svc^jc1e,,A n

0411.1.10 ..--.11/01.0. - ..

r )1\ 0. v vIC e e. r CO r con- c.)3)

1.L.C.



DRAW A WORD
29

tio; man, w43 cal Le 'expressed?

Students can have fun desiEninE a poster from a word.

WORDS
RDS.

Tal.L.C. /975



- 29 - }LONOPOLY

Played like Monopoly

Teacher divises wordy and moves for his level.

29

Rest
Area

Strati

JUST FOR FUN

st For Ftg n
poor._
Draw rx pict_uce o4' Q

(Ltier -CiSk172CEZMI=DP8Eer-

candy cane cad

r sno\ce,

cook.le

27

A
N 4%1 i

cock Lei 4$

-- ...--...-...- ,..... .....

Ss600n rtece
1

----- ........=w. ...-w .

flower unl.

itz7,

6)Y8 4.1 Le,

-.--.7...-z.-s,.....
I:0A terse car ccao tree hlan

Ccto You, -tkontc (-4 ry\ e) te .7

side
Ann Cooi(v.
Net l'rk Av.:. ;ch. hi. ",1.

T, L,C. 1175



- 31 - READING READINESS

A mental exercise in auditory memory. Teacher pronounces unrelated words while pupils

listen; then students recall named items as teacher asks.

aamples:

222 1212 bell cm fish path hat colt apartment chair tatle

something that r::ngs something to wear write with this

something to eat something that swims sit on it

a pdt a young horse live on this

something that goes bang walk on this eat off this

Grade level: 3 - 4

Jane S Labranche
Henry C. Dwight Sch., Hfd.

/775"

- 32 - PROFESSOR WOitDO

Trace outline. Use carton for tracing details. Slit top and bottom of mouth for

slider. Student:; can creatS rules for this game, i.e. 5 points for each correct word.

Suotract 1 point if word is'incorrect.

,,,,01/ANAV.L

Cut out

PROFT-ssor? woRao

7.1.L.Ci



- 32 -
bASZBALL

One player is pitcher, the other is patter. The batter puts his man on home plate.

The pitcher puts word card upside down on pitcher's 'land. The pitcher picks a word

card and shows it to batter. If batter knows it, he move-sThis---man 1 base. The batter

must get to home plate to win a point. If batter misses, he is oui:----Shen pitcher

beco!es batter. The first player to get 5 oints is the winner. This gamecan be

used for math, spelling, etc.

_RI)5E3PL

.C. / 5 7



-23- CHECKERBOARD

Zeacher makes a checker board. It can be used in many ways: vocabulary 411;11,

rhymes, vowel sounds, consonants, blends, etc.
Bottle caps may be used ls an inexpensive substitute for normal checker pieces.
Words are printed on masking tape and placed on black squares. Teacher can

then easily remove words and replace with new words.

Directions: Player may not : :iove man unless he can read word on square he is

moving to.

-33- LJDY

Heinforct.d4 1,:)tor intecratiJn,

fiure9 and i.cit.'..vs -L,,e uo- ppsitJus. 2. Child looks at
hn !atch not a Lirror (If fit-are has left

1-ft am). I chi.]d ha al ii exact ;latc:les ti:en

HrrJr LaLch.

1. Chilj looks
fiLures and makes
std cl:iid

r,:quest chi ,d to

r--

8c16,pies
Alicc Luster
Hebron Ave.
Glas Lor bury





- 32 - DIRECTIONS: Cut apart. Children match words with pictures.

Hands of
a ckcic

,,

0 iaim
Dm

11
v- Wia

_..........

Lej b cc
Ci cki\r

0511
7 , 3

tt..)
6

Face of'
the dock

)

80IN,/
SID'Ine o

a bon Ic

TOr t'' C)1 e lv 0
' Lj LI i c.. ,_, 0, E r cyc corn

Neck of a b0+1-1 1-4 e E._.rt 0-i -I-6 uin
F: e. of new L i-Jecl crf L. L o

,s2



- 32 -

ROCKET GAME

!Lockets are placed f4ce down. Child draws one - he must say 3 or wort; words
(depending on ace and experience with the skill) within a given time limit (15-30 seconds
If he is correct he ray keep the rocket. If not, the next child has the opportunit,,
to win that rocket and also try for his own rocket. (This is just a sample. One
or two rockets for each sound taught should be included.

27 Game Structures
Alice W. Luster
Hebrop Ave. Sch., Glastonbury

I.LC, /17,5



30-
Use a separate envlore for each book you wish children to identify. Print a short

synopsis or character identification on the outside of the envelope. Have a card

with the name of the book inside the envelope (self-corrective). Number the envelope

and card the same. If the child does not know the book, he may be stimulated to read it.

Examples:

10

I am an elephant who

sat on an egg to hatch it.

I am

10 HJRTON HATCHES THE EGG

C ti rd

11

Who lived in a school with

eleven other little girls?

11

',ADELINE

catd.

T.I.L.C. 111

`4111.4," Or'. 414 e S



MATH-01, 07
HOP SCOTCH

/

MATERIALS: Draw this pattern on the sidewalk or on the floor with chalk.

PURPOSE: I. To teach recognition of numerals
I to 10, II to 2u, 21 to 30, etc.,

and to use them in serial order.

2. The chi Idren can then play this game in reverse, going from 10 t. I,
20 to II, 30 to 21, etc.

DIRECTIONS: CM Idren Jump from section to section, on one foot, and call out the
numerals as they jump. The chi Id cannot touch a line or touch his
other foot to the ground. May be prayed in pairs, groups, or teams.

CAUTION: One child should be appointed as referee to clear up any uncertainties.

c.6
I

I,

I.

T.I.L.C. /97.5-

MATH-08 RECOGNIZING SHAPES

Circle the correct shape. If a square El shape is at the top of the card,

the chi Id wi I I look for al I 0 's on the bottom of the card and

circle them. The back of the card will tell the child how many he must look for.

,A
0 0
00

0 A
Q ^O
A A T.I.L.C. mg



MATH-01 THE NEXT NUMBER (2 players)

I. Players roll the die in turn.

2. A player may cover any square that shows a number one greater than the one rolled.

3. The first player to get five adjacent markers in one row, column or d lagonal is the

a a- 7 (. 3 4 4

3 4 .5". 7 .2. 44 6-
4 G 3 .2.. 3 .5" 7

..2
7 3 /c 7 ts 6

MATH-02

-/ ; /7. squares

GREATER OR LESS 1

/
Math Conference 1,ILc.-,
Atlantic City, N.J. 197

3.

Each player mist have a car The first player rolls a die. If the number rolled makes

any of the statements true", he may put the number In that frame. If the number rolled
makes more-than one statement true, he may still mark only one frame. If the number
rolled makes no urmarked statement true, he forfeits his turn. Players roll and mark
their cards according to what they roll, In turn. The first player to fill In his whole
card Is the winner.

q"

...tch

rei:(4, r or Less

-r-zs,. /97S-
Fran Vaida,Math Conferenc



MATH - 01 TRW:, & APPLES

Various Ways - Some are:
I. Sequencing - I apple on a tree; 2,3,etc.

2. Put a number below trunk and chi Id puts the proper number of apples on it.

3. Use In addition aid subtraction work.

4. Fewest and Most concept.

.1

MATH -04

10 cards 6"x8"

Envelope of about 30 4f141 e size red felt

_ 9 feen Ni

--61-ou)y% 1cru.nk
(color i n) J. Jaksina, !Pon

T.I.L.C. 1975

1%

PICTURE ADD 'Eli UP 4

I.

DIRECTIONS

Teacher gives child a picture (coloring book etc.) Chi Id puts several numbers on

picture and then adds them up. Teacher increases difficulty as needed.

0.0--

Gwenn Moseley, T.I.L.C. 19



MATH -04 HIT OR MISS

Two children play. Player closes eyes, moves pencil around in the air, and then

lowers penci I to the circle (can be made larger.) The player wi 11 score five points

If pencil lands on number five area of circle. etc.
Player puts his first Initial in area pencil has touched. This number cannot be

scored again. At end of game each player counts his points to see who is the winner.

Game can be made with larger numbers (ex: 125 or 1,250)

1%

MATH-03 SPIN TO WIN

Ann Cooney, New. Park

T.I.L.C. 1975

f.

For Round I, the spinner Is spun three times. Each time the spinner stops, each player

must choose in which of the three circles in the first row he wishes to place the

sumera I to which the spinner pointing. After the third spin, the player who has made

the highest valued number gets a point.
For Round 2, there are also three spins.
For Round 3, and 4, there are four spins.
ror Round 5 and 6, there are five spins.
For Round 7, there are six spins.
For Round 8, there are seven spins.
At the end of the 8th round, the player with the

most points is the winner.
Spinner has ten digits 0-9 on it.

SP)TO N 0 0 0
WIN 0000000000 000 00 00000 000 0 0 0 0

00 0 (I) 0 0 T.I.L.C. 1975 '

Fran VaIda, from Math Confer

.4.



MATH-04 CARS AND THEIR TRAILER

Thu child must 1dd the exalmile on each car and place that car in the right

trailer. After all tie ctrs _re ',laced the child may turn them over and

check his work.

MATH-04 SUKS uF I;IIIE

Dana Vaughn
St. Augustine

', 7,\,\_,C. )/75-

Circle 3 digits to total 9. Tne digits must be in a straight line on the board,

out may be horizontll, vertical, or oblique. 1

02 ,5* 1 iii i/
S 8 2 I 6 3 7_,

3 / 7 0 0.2

/ G 3 c7,2 3 9 i
/-/ U 7 a g 3 5-

J D

T.I.L.C. icy 75.--

Om
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MATH - 04 FERRIS WHEEL

PURI-0SE: To increase Interest in learning addition (subtraction) facts.
PLAYLIRS: Two or more.
LATERIALS: A large circle drawn on the chalkboard witY, -mailer circles around it.
Each small lircle has a number in it, and there is also a number in the middle
of the "Ferris Wheel."
This game can also Le constructed on tagboard, laminated, and slit can, be made
,so that the central numeral can be changed by using a cliff to hold it' in place.
Several nurbers can be ;reyared and attached to the back of the game.
DIRECTIuNS: The children see how quickly they can go around the "Ferris laleel"
by adding the riddle mmeral to the ones around tLe edEe. Children may take
turns, or each one may tine himself.
ADArTAT1,1,5: This ga.:-e could be played in practicing selected subtracti.n facts.
ei%UT1-1,3: Use conretitors of fairly equal abilities. Vary the numbers fro
tjr.e to

MATH - 04, 08

1.

T.I.L.C.

//75-

One chi_13 rills : die. 21.a.,..h ch1-1 t;:en decides -;hat share he wish.-s to /11t that

rur.lbtr ;n. If he ruts it '_11 one -,1st !ut it in every squar e. he !Ay
Ct',03C-1 t(, ',ut it in his nrect" share. Lfter four nutlbors hve
leer roper-,-",:drtiA totals grand total is talcn. The chid with the
.2rc:st -rand total is the winner.

I
I

0
It

<r---÷ ÷ 4- +-nn O C6

..
10.1111.

I. 1.1.:C 1975-
Fr;,n W.ida

Hooker Sch. Hfd.



MATH-04 ICE CREAM CONES

SKILLS: Counting, comblnl nt] groups) recording mathematical experience with symbols.

The chi id puts the scoops of Ice crew on the cones. Then he records the combi nations

formed by pieces of strawberry or chocolate.

Ex: I scoop has 5 choc chips, I scoop has 3 strawberries

The chi Id records - 5+3 al 8

Cards can be laminated sn they can be used many times and corrections made.

MATH-06

Teen With brown ch.pg
ck-nA

i; nk w; t, ci 6; t-5

THE BEAR HUNT

Roll die and move accordingly

First one In the circle catches the bear

Note: If you are on the last colored circle before the bear - you

must roll a I to catch the bear.

Markers ( spools with colored circle on end. I Die)

I J882R88
00-- i3e r 00

0000000
0 000

00 0 0 0 00
I ;

r

J. Jaksina , Union

J.

TI.LC lieit
J. Jaksina, Union

47



MATH 04, 12 SUP2R 1..ARKET DO THE SEorPING

-t-

c:47)

./1

Sta It

Note: Answer is 4

MATH , 04

Elizaoeth Schloss
batchulder Sch. Hfd.

MLLE WARD 17,,R REENFORCEMENT OF NUMBER FACTS

'to -77 i . L, (.: I 9 7c
Fran Vaida
Hooker Sch. Hfd.



MATH-04 SECRET FACT

Do the math uLder each clank. Match the answer witi1 the letter in each block.
decode the message. Children could also mate up their own questions and answers.
Math could get progressively more difficult.

noflatit4.1
W h o vvite. -Jrca 41)est eapie
U5e. Pal) h-lni--)ey 9

tfri
5+3

677 7=.
4=M7

MATH-04

6 -t\5

ADDITION PUZZLE

3-+GQ =

Arline Himmelstin
West Middle) Hfd.

Cut squares apart. Children fit the squares together in a 4x4 array so that

edges that touch name the same number.

6

g -i-g

3-t3 .!a.5"

.i?

0/1

/1.3

3

4-7"A
7 3-7.5 Lf 6

/t 9,-/ 0?-479, /-/ /0 6-i-1/

_ S 41-5 0.2 .3-7k il-
3--2 9 0-1-.; 1

.5" 1-t-1,1 2Z--6 9 r i -t-,
OW 6 4/-i-4 I

/ 57 ' "/ F .74-/

3rd 7 6t3 9 6 -/-,,2

....101P4114111."0"1."114n, IT Ar 11111111WWAININ.111141110.11.1.....11.11.1.MPa. =prra.

T.I.L.C. "6-



MATH - 04, 07 ADDITION PUZZLE

Take two pieces with the same kind of pictures. Find the number sentence that matches
these pieces. Fit these together to make a rectangle.

Fran Vaida
Hooker School, Hfd.

N



MATH - 04, 12, 13 ARITHMETIC PUZZLES

Puzzles can be used for a review of number pairs and number patterns.

Complete
ratter T\ Cyo55 Nr4 °Yd

1 .1

9

h met;c

3.

ry) e tie. M 1551 11 3
factor.

fame +-e rr1155ins "-Fictor,
Elaine Magnee

barbour Sch.p MM.
/77

IN
....mimmimmrim=11111



r MATH-04, i2 TOUCHDOWN IATH

Place foAball un fifty yard line. The first player takes the top card from a

pile of math problems. If he answers the ,:uestiun correctly he mmes the ball

5 yards towar,:s his opponents goal and Eets another turn. Whenever he answers

incorrectly, the s,:tond player takes over. Players continue to alternate

until one scores a touchdown, worth 7 points. After a.player scores a touchdown

his o,,! anent Leras arain on the 5u yard line.

e

/ 9 75
J. Jaksina
From 51.;r: SAW

witaarILVAd11310
f



MATH -04

*

A FIFTEEN WHEEL

i

U

MATH-04 A TWENTY -FIVE PATTERN

43
T.1.1.-.0
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MATH - 04, 12, 13, 14 CROSS - NUMb.11 PUZZLE

This puzzle requires the student to make th&ghtful estimates which are tested
on a trial and error bases. For successful solution, each trial must be based
on a reasonable mathematical prediction. For each puzzle element, the starting

numbers, the arithmetic sig n and the answers are g ven. The object is to in-

,

sort nwnbers smaller than ten in the empty spaces it n effort to arrive at the
correct totals. 'Both vertical and horizontal exercises should correctly
solved. Students can themselves construct and exchange these puzzles with their
classmates.
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MATH-05,20 CAiWEAL AND OItDINAL Nji.pitS

Cut rectangular pieces f oaktag apart for puzzles as indicated. Illustr:te the
cardinal number on the ul er and left sections and the ordinal posititn on the
third.
Use colored gummed circles. bottom piece has ten circles. Place the colored circle

ih the correct I,Jsition.

00
0 0
0 0
00

nueve nine

0 0000000

0000 00090
Ik

noveno ninth

J.

0

Sal 1ple

T.I.L.C. 1975



MATH - 07 MIX AND MATCH PUZZLES

User heavy cardboard, tag board, tile, wood

I

1

MATH- 06

T

Or

. _ a

2 .10 0.two

THE MOON

I

: 3.

'T.l.L.C.,

19/5

Land your rocket on the moon if you can give name of the number.

I. Rockets placed on table number down. Turns are taken if more playing & each

should have his own moon & rockets.

2. For 2-4 players
Hold up card with dots on it, or stickers, shapes etc. (10 cards from 1 through 10)

First child to count correct number of !terns on card, puts his rocket with that
number on moon.

'The Moon

.

i p

r6t°corners
51

Actual s'ize. _

T.1.L.C, 197.5-
J. Jakslna, Union Scho2



MATH-07
NUMBER COMM NCB & NJMBER RECOGNITION

9 cards cut from same size cardboard which had pictures mounted on It. Other side has dots

Card with 9 rectangles with numerals.

IP

Example

MATH 0

7

/ 3

Co .0

COMPARISON BOARD

to.

Fran Vaida, Hooker

Ti L C. 115."

COMPARISON BOARD - Put two objects on board, turn the sign this way <
or this way >
Make It show which object Is bigger.

8Iraqi

Rosemary Zendan,W.Middi



MATH - 08 hATC! THE SHAPES
DIU.XTIONS:

1. :lake board to place shapes on. ShaNs could Le color coded around edges
with yarn, etc.

2. Trace and cut shapes to correspond with colors on game board (Use carduoard
and color or paint witll felt pen).--

3. Write names of 'shapes on strijs of cardboard (11 x 5").
4. hake 2 pockets,I one for shapes and one for nan.es.

O

- OS
TT 2..1: YULE

O
Pupiis collect a variety of colorful boxes ( hat boxes, s.irt snoe bo.A.Js,
etc. ). Cut a hQle 1 each end of each box, paint faces on boxes. Slip each
box over 4 pole. Add cardboard ears, feet, beaks, etc. for the finishing touches.
This is An excellent"hands-on" activity for teaching geometric shapes. Smaller
box6s can be used to construct individual totem poles. May be a class or individual
activity.

tJ 1 1%, Cr
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MATH-08 MATCHING SHAPES

9 x 12 card with 9 random shapes drawn on It:

Envelope of the shapes cut out of colored oaktag

Match the orange shapes to the blue drawn ones.

F

Sao
MATH-06 CARD-0

Purpose: To help chi ldren recognize groups without counting.
PLAYERS: Two or more children, but keep the group small.

!erTs"
J. JaksIna,Unlon

Materials: Twenty -seven number cards (2"x4"), each of which has a number of dots
-arrargud In a group. Three cards will have 2 dots, 3 cards wi I I have 3 dots, three
cards wi II have 4 dots, etc. up to three cards having 10 dots. There will be three
cards for each group of dots.

DIRECTIONS: Each chi Id is given his share of the number of cards. These cards are
placed face down, and then turned up one at a time. The chi Id whose card shows the
largest number of dots on each round gets the other cards. Play proceeds until one
child has all the cards, or the greatest number of cards when time Is called.
He then says, "CARD-01"
ADAPTATIONS: The cards could be addition f lash cards and the game played in the
same way.

CAUTION: ,Children should be cautioned to play quietly, urless It Is during
recess time or when others are not engaged In quiet work.

0



MATH-08

What numbers are:

lan the rectangle, but not in the circle,square, or triangle?
2. In the triangle, but nut in the rectangle or square?
3. In the square, but not in the circle or triangle?
4. In the circle, but rot in the triangle or rectangle?
5. In the rectangle, out not in the triangle or square':
6. In the square, but not in the rectangle or circle?
7. In the trilngle, but not in the circle or square?

.0-01.1*



MATH 9" 08

I

6
MAKE AND MATCH DESIGN

/ \
\/

Examples

Child matches pre-made design.
Variations:
I. Teacher makes design piece by,

Ooze and student works on his
accordingly.

2. Child makes design and teacher
or aide copy' his.

Paste on designs made with
i stirrers or Q-tips.

Provide envelope of Q-tips or
st I rrers.

P

MATH - 08 SHAPES 1

J. Jaksi na Unorl
TI.L.C.. 11754

(pre activity for writing numerals)
9xI2 tag board .

Laminate, child uses wax crayon to form shapes or trace over shapes
I

0
bn

J4)

T.I.L.C. lci7S"
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t

Itf

MATH-08 SHAPE WHEEL

Teacher holds up card and student - turns to matching shape.

VARIATIONS

I. Give wheel to chi Id, hold up white card-no other directions-see if child can
figure out what to do.

2. Shorten time you hold up master white card. (to strengthen visual memory).
3. Shape wheels may be used by I or several. However, with a maximum of 6-8
you can observe each child and how he manipulates wheel, how long to match shap etc.

MATH-08

Tk

,5

4.

A

SHAPE SORTING
f

Classification game:
I. 20 - 3x5 tagboard cards
2. Make 2 identical shapes for each shape you plan to teach:

Circle N
Square
Rectangle
Oval
Diamond etc. \

3. Paste onto tagboarq

CID
Child matches shapes

Extension: Add word cards

[G! Icie I

57
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MATH-09 TENS -ONES

Card with two pockets
10 cards I I/2"x4". each marked with a numeral (1-0) for each pocket. Use a
different color for each group.

,/#

,
MATH-09 PLACE VALUE'

Match the circle with the correct square.
Then read the figure. i`

Can be coded to be self-correcting J.

Circle should tell the number of hundreds, number o,f tens, number of ones, etc.
Il "

MATH-09

9'6-44 73 I, ot7 4,37/

4,674 37gb 2030 _Co

14'49, //7 Soo 9, ?9,40

Board ( 9"x6") with 6 pockets.
Cards marked 0-9.

PLAc c vALL.11.:

'llrlouicAncis Period One Per-toci

1

1

PLACE VALUE

H r 0 H "r 0
0

i

0 J

11

T.I.L.C. i

AlliiimillMil



MATH 10 TELLING TIME

Child reads the time on the clocks then finds the corresponding time written

on the small cards.

Self Correcting - Matching designs on reverse side, lower right corner.

ten minutes
after flour

4 :

TELL THE TIME

d,
17.5

Alice Luster
Hebron Ave., Sch.

MATH 10
DIRECTiONS: Using a clock stamp ake sheets to Indicate hour, half hour, quarter

of the hour etc. Laminate.
Chi Id will use grease penci I or crayon to Indicate the time or to draw
the hands of the clock In the proper places.

/O
I I f

t3

?
8

6
4

5

I

la4 s
g q 54
3:0o

pl 11.
/t)

q 1 3
t /1:15 4

41
I

Saw
3
4/

h-fr
7.00

1".
Elizabeth Sch loss 4161



MATH - 10
Clock face on front

(Brad holds hands front and back)

F rant

MATH 10

PAPER PLATE CLOCK

Bock

CLOCK PUZZLES

Match puzzle pieces to tell time with words and

numera Is.

U.)

T.1.L.C. 117g

2.

T..L.C. leri
Barbara Hill
Batchelder



MATH - 11 COIN PUZZLE

Material: Strips of tagboard, coin stamps, brown and grey construction paper,
'glue, felt pen.

Stamp coins on construction paper and cut out. Paste on strips with
equivalent amounts. Write numeration value. Cut each strip into 3
parts so that equivalent money amounts will fit. Laminate. Child
will f it puzzles together.

Di rkt ions:

MATH -1 I MONEY PUZZLE

Elizabeth Schloss
Batchelder School, H

.1. T.

Chi Id counts the amount of money on card, then finds the corresponding amount
as It is written. Self correcting: Coin amount pieces fit with 3 written
amount.

Alice Luster, Glastonbury

T.I.
/574



MATH-II
COUNT YOUR MONEY

Playing directions to Count Your money

2 players. Each pick a color. Have eight of each color.
Players agree on a number of games (at least three).
Lay 17 coin cards face down. Players take turns picking a card and placing
his color card over the number on the game board that corresponds to his drawn
one. When all are covered, players total the amount in atir line of four
covered numbers (like Tic-Tac-Toe). Player recording largest amount of money

after an agreed number of rounds Warts . (If no one wins a game, don't count it.)

Game. "Zob(d

5([ boo 024 SO 4

50(t p251' S/.00 ion

POO /0 0 5 0 025 1

0254
t A

504 '16.9 4
1

11.00

MATH-II MAKING CHANGE

Coin Card

.254'
Color Card

T. I. L.C. ci
A. Cooney
New Park Ave.

Divide sheet into three columns and 5 or 6 rows. In first column paste or draw
pictures of items a child might buy. Lark a price one edchy In another column
draw (stamp) pictures of the coins given to pay. The thiTd column is blank.
In it, child tells what his change will ue.

Item I Pa; cl Cha.nse

ctoere

.,, tol tr)

,

vO u
haki

)/O, 8., taiCk2

50/
'Plau re-

Kte-ce

L C. ler!



MTH -II MONEY MATCHING

Child counts the amount of money stamped on each card, then finds the
corresponding amount written on the smaller card.
Self-correcting: Matching designs on r,v.,:rse side, loiter right corner.

Use coin stamps lo make.

,MATH -08

9xI2 tagboard, laminate

Child draws a line between matching shapes with a wax crayon.

SHAPE SORTING

T.1.L.C. 1975
Alice Luster
Hebron Ave. Sch.
Glastonbury

T. I. L.e

Alice Luster
Hebron Ave. Sch.
Glastonbury

Shapes

0
A

o

Shapes

G; rcle

Sciuci re

Triangle

Rectangle O
1; T.1.LZ. 07
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MATH 13 MY 04N TEACHING EACHINE

Players: One or more.
Materials: Cut a circle with a 4 inch radius. Cut another with a 41 " radius for
the bottom. Make a 1x1" hole in the top circle and a 33/4" flag. On the bottom
part, write the multiplication facts with the products opposite the facts under
the flap. The two parts are then fastened through the center with a brass
fastener. be sure that only the facts show through the 1x1" opening.

Directions: The pupil rotates the bottom circle until a fact shows through the
1x1" opening. He then thinks the product and lifts the flap to check the answer.
When he knows these facts, a new bottom circle can ue made.

Adaptations: Addition, subtraction, and division facts can also be learned from
this game.

L.0



T1.1-C 19744
ti

111,11

MATH 13 MUtTIPLICATIuN PINCH

Make wheel with +, x, - facts. Have container with clothespins in it.
Clothespins have numLers on them. Children clip or PINCH clothespin to fact
for answer.

11.110.1.4.porsewerriPpgrallnAnr Ma

A-

Jane S. La iranche
henry C. Dwight Sch.
Hfd.



MATH 13, 14

I. Cut squares apart.
so that the edges that
in place for a picture

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

2. Children fit the squares together in a 4x4 array
touch name the same number. 3. Then turn over the cards
and a message.
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MATH 04

DOMINOSUMS

A set of double-six dominoes (commercial or made from oaktag).
2 players each draw three dominoes.
Players take turns placing domino on game board so that they add
not exceed a chosen sum.(ex. 100).
If a player reaches the exact number, he wins and gets 10 points;
plays et<ceeds the chosen sum he loses and his opponent gets 5 poi
is less than the goal when all 6 dominoes have been played, snore
one at a time - and played until the sum is reached or exceeded.
start all over, drawing 3 new dominoes, etc., until all dominoes

up to but do

if the domino he
nts. If the sum
are drawn -
Then p layers

have been used.

For lower primaries the number may be written (ex. 32) and chi Idren match with
appropriate domino (ex: 10., I..1.

F. Vi befit /9
M.D. Fox Sch. Hfd. T.I



MATH - 13 MR. MULTO

For reinforcement of facts. Can be used for four fundamentals and fractions.
Make strips you need.
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MATH - 14

r

REKAIND\ER RACE

Directions: 2 players. First player spins; divide the number he gets into the
number on board; then he moves the number of spaces of the remainder he gets.
A spinner or cards could be used.
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HATH 13, 14 MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION PULE
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ACROSS
1.

3.
6.

9x7=
(125x5) 5=

7x9=
7. (125 4- 5)x5=

8. 956=
9. __=60 i 5

10. 11x5=

12. (3x5)x3=
14. (3x3)x5=
lo. Ox0=

17. 42x10=
19. 42U It 42=
2u. 102=
21. 4Ux(5x2)=

DOWN
T. 7x3x3=
2. 3x1=
3. 2x2x3=
4. 1x259=
5. 5 4. 1=

o. =4x151=
7. 10x124=
9. x6=6
11. 37(33-

13. 9x.(10
15. 25J.- 5-

18. 100 4 5=
19. 1000 i 1C0=



MATH-I3 MULTIPLICATION

An activity to visualize the additive basis of/ mu It ip 1 icat ion.

For ex: Criss-cross any two cards and count the cut out squares; the total

will be the product of the 2 numbers at the bottom of the cards.

NOTE: Have a thick magazine or newspaper and =r the card as you use a razor

knife or utility knife.
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MATH - I3 db.
MULTIPLICATION

Directions: I. A player rolls a pair of dice and multiplies the numbers that come

up (ext 4 and 6 come up, 4x6= 24). He writes the answer in the proper squares.

2. The second player takes a turn, recording his answer on the board but using a

different color penci I. (If two colors are not available each child may initial

his answer squares.)
3. The first player to obtain 3 squares in a row- across, down, or diagonal Iv -wins

Answer sheets may be provided to prevent arguments.
VARIATIONS.Game may be played until all squares are filled: player with most

squares wins.
For chi Idren Just begi nni ng to learn facts teacher may wish to put answers on

game board. Then child rolls dice, locates answer and places X or 0 in the squares.

NOTE: If practice with combinations other than 1-6 is desired, dice can be cut
from ordinary sponges and marked with any combination of numbers by magic marker,
mark board accordingly (e.. 2 dice with 4-9, or one with 4-9 and second with I-6).

F. Vibert, Fox Sch.

191 T.I.L.0



MATH-15

..

Join two pages to
make game

. . . .

___

1.

ERALL11111.1

pipment Needed: Game board, three dice, a small

marker for ealp player.

4-

Iles:

I. Dice throq: Three dice are thrown. Player

t

selects two of the three dice to represent

a fraction.

2. To start play: All players throw dice.

throw ng largest proper fraction selects

lane first. Player throwing Second largest

fr tion selects lane second, etc. Player,

/_
tp oceeds counter clockwise.

continued
l

Player

his

--p
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1

3. Play: Throw dice. If a proper fraction formed

by combination of two of the three dice shown

relates ) a player's lane, he may move: Moves

must be exact. For example, player in the

"Thirds Lane" cannot move if he throws 2.

4. To end game: First player to cross finish

line wins. (Players may agree on two or more

laps to a game.)
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MATH 15 FRACTION MATCH

These activities reinforc.: fraction concepts and provide- practice in number
recognition and eye-hand coordination. Sheet 1 deals with identical re-
lationships. The remaining sheets involve matching a shad.,t1 figure with its
corresponding number form.
Dittoes of the sheets can be made for each child. Then he cuts out the shapes
on the lower half of-the page and matches them with shares on the upper half.
After the teacher verifies each placement, the child may paste together the
corresponding shapes or place them in in envelope for future use.
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MATH - 16
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MATH-I6 MEASURE MDNOPOLY

Student spins and measures the lihe above the letter where the pointer stops.
He may move that number of spaces. Game can be played by any number of players.
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MATH - 17 SKYSCRAPERS

Purpose: Logic, of number patterns.

The first three floors are complete. The child is to observe the pattern, cal-
culate what the missing numerals are, and perhaps extend the building upward
witn like pairs of his own.
haterials:, oak tag skyscrapers with patterns such as that shown. Can be used in

subtraction, multiplication, and division. A ditto record sheet with four or
five skyscrapers to copy and complete would be useful.

a=1
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MATH - 04 NINE ON A LLNE

Arrange number cards (3) so that they total 9 on each side of the triangle.
Cards are numuered-1 through 6.

T1.L.C. (915



MATH-18
MY SUNFLOWER GROWS UP

Make a line graph of this information:
Apr. 1 ----0"
Apr. 15 ---2"
May 1 4"
hay 15 7"

June 1 8"

June 15 --12"
July 1 ---20"

0.

I i 771. LC. I 973- 40.



MATH - 18 ATTENDANCE GRAPH

This an aid in helping students to understand graphs. It may be used as a bar
or line graph. One child may take a week or month or day and mark the chart
with washable pen or pencil.



MATH 19 SPIN A 100 CE. TRAIN

You will need: Cuisenaire rods (or lengths cut to equal their lengths), meter stick,
spinner, centimeter rulers, two players.

Directions:
Spin

Measure to find rod length to match cm.
Place rods on each side of the meter stick.
First to 100 cm. is the winner !

J.- C rfl

11111/HecWila115,1455/16Cent; meter

MATH 19

14

LETRIC nSASURi: :ENT

Enlarr 3 imes O

D

"The Arithmetic Teacher"
Mar., 1975

Enlarge the clown face, placing the dots
the distance apart you wish then to measure.

A to b = cm.

e. to U = cm.

E to F = cm.

TI, L. c I973--



MATH - 19 FLUNKY FORECAST

D

14

U

Directions: Find each temperature on the thermometer.
Take the letter, from the thermometer'and putiit in the
blank below.

'1) 20° C

2) 0° C

1) 12 °C

7) 83° C

8) 37° C

9) -20 °C

10) -34°C4) 100° C

5) 66° 0 11) - 5° C

6) 45° C 12) 91° C

13) -29° C

14) Normal bokr temperature

15) Boiling point of water,

16) Freezing Point of water

3.

A I could have been a weather-
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man,
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MATH -19 MEASURE YuURSELF

Yeach
ChesJ)....N. me

cubi

AEASURM:IIT DOSING TAPES'
3.

( ) means measure around.

/

Measurement of: Inches Cms.

Igrist.

Ankle

golf

Neck

Head

Thigh

.Waist

SheSt

CuLit

Reach

Height

bpi T 1 LC 1.97."



MATH-10,20
BI- LINGUAL CLOCK

In0011

M 11 i CIVIt

trN junta de ago
tie lo noche

Print the English
words in black and the
Spanish words in red,

ocho y veinte

eight twenty

twenty past :ight

8:2U

sample cards

nueve y cuarto

nueve

nine fifteI

quarter past nine

quarter after nine

9:15

I.LL.L.



22, 35 INITIAL CONSONANT SOUND

Match the proper picture to the L,hape containint the correct initial sound.

3

Fran Vaida
Hooker ':ch. lItfd.

NUMBER MATCHING AND RECOGN7TIC4N

Match the proper card to the shape containing the correct numeral.

Fran Vaida
hooker Sch., Etfd. Ti /1-=
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27, 35 sINIMAL HABITAT
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- 34, 35 -

2 -6 players. One set of cards is placed face-up at random on table. Second set,

with different colored background, is placed in pile upside-down in center of table.

Card on top of 1,ack is placed upright and children look for matching card.

When child thinks he has found a match he puts hand on card. If the cards correctly
match, player keeps both cards and turns over the next card in pack. If chosen card
is not a correct match player loses chance to win that turn. When all cards have
been miLched, player with most cards wins.

LOOK AND MATCH

Variations: 1. For young primary children game may be played with fewer cards.\
2. Level of difficulty nay be controlled by materials used. Possibilities for sets
rxe endless, ranring from: simple geometric shapes to caglicated irregular shales,
a sinEle primary color to varying shades of a color, seucnced Patterns of ac's and
ols, poSitioli of narks on card, etc.

1%

85

!

F; Viburt, Fcm Sch.,Htfd.r
"TI,LC. 1975



- 31, 35 -

Learning Disabilities

DIRECTIONAL MAT

This mat may be painted on a floor, In a play yard or made with tape on
a canvas or of I cloth base.

The Directional Mat is a 56"x82" oil cloth mat, printed with a numbered
grid. See illustration. The mat is used on the floor as a "game" to
make spatial and directional concepts meaningful by Isolating a portion
of space and making It visible. In all his movements on the Mat, ne student
remains partially in touch with a center outline of a pair of snoes. Thus,
the Mat has directional stability for the student. These two factor.s-'.isibi I ity
of space and stability of space--are the keys to helping the student understand
space and direction.

The two broad pathways which divide the mat into quadrants represent two of
the Imaginary axes that intersect the body. The front-back movement pathway
bisects the student in a vertical manner, creating a left body portion and a
right body portion. The concepts of body midline and laterality are developed
using this pathway. The left-right movement pathway bisects the student
creating a front body portion and a back bay portion. The concepts of front
and back space are developed using this pathway.

It

Four directional words are printed on the Mat: front, back, left and right.
Each quadrant on the Mat contains a numbered grid, such that every area can be
described by a specific location. Commands for the studcnt to execute are
constructed on the basis of naming specific spaces on the Mat. For example,
the student may be directed to "Move with your right foot, front to 2,
right 3." The student slides his right foot forward until it is opposite
the numeral 2, then slides his right jloot to the right until it is within
the space with the numeral 3 in it.

(RECTIONAL. MAT PLAN ON NEXT PAGE

Fran Vaida, Hooker Sch., Iltfd
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- 33, 35 -
COPY THE DESIGN

Use China Marking Pen or grease pencil on laminated surface and copy design below.

10 0

J. Jaksina
Union

r.

to.
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- 34, 35 - PLACE-A-PATTERN

Objective: To help determine the child's spatial relationships; strengthen vAual pert .

and motor skills.
Directions: Child firet -laces the colorA shapes on the designated pattern
card. He then tries to cL.,y the same pattern beside the pattern card. Children

with visual perception disabilities will have difficulty in completing the second
task.
Materials: Cardboard to be cut for different shapes, pattern boardS, colored
markers, scisprs, glue clear contact. (}locks of wood painted different
co,lorsoT plastic foms may be used instead of cardboard shapes.)

V

Colur Sayv,pie

Nrb, Cut
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- 33)35 -

Skills reinforced: Sequencing, hand-eye coordination, visual interpretation, closure.
These sets of pictures range from very simple sequencing (2 pictures) to more
difficult sequencing (6 pictures). Each set is coded for ease in filing and
distribution.

Procedure: ,Child examines all of the pictures ia a set. Then he places them in
a set in the correct sequence fra.: left to right. This is a self correcting task.
Correct sequencei,is numbered on back.
Additional activities: 1. Child tells partner or teacher a story about what has
happened in the cards. 2. Child draws a pic' a shows what happened before
and/or after the picture sequence.

SDQUENCING ACTIVITIES

G. Odoms & A. Luster
Hebron Ave. Sch. Glastonbury

I. ,197.5

- 33,35 - Finger Maze

Skills reinforced: Hand-eye coordinations problem solving, left-right orientation,
auditory memory.

Procedure: Child fiads way through maze with finger or crayon.
Variations: 1. haze is reproduced and projected via overhead projector onto
chalkboard, child follows. maze on blackboard. 2. Maze is projected onto chalk-
.card, child listens to and follows directions given by members of class. 3. Maze
is projected onto chalkboard. Child draws route on overhead projector while
looking at chalkboard. (This is difficult task as image is reversed.)

I

sa",riet pay A. Luster

Kj Hebron Ave. Sch., Gla5tonbury

{.L.C. /375',



35 Cross-Number Puzzle Ditto on paper and mount (or on oaktag), laminate, cut

into sections. Chi id puts puzzle together in proper sequence. Write in

missing numbers
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21, 26, 33, 35 - ALPHABET EXERCISE
Circle each letter In the group of letters In alphabetical sequence. If a letter is
missed, the chi Id must,go back to the b3ginning. Duplicate copies should be made so
that a child can determine his progress, time-wise.

abcdeargh mhopqrstuvwxyz
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- 32, 35 - THE LALLOON CAME

4 Players - 1 card each and 8 white circles
Roll die - each player takes a turn . Die sides are different colors. Make two faces

two colors.
Player covers elith his white circle the color that shows on die. If he rolls the die
and it lands on the 2 color part, he chooses waichever color he needs or wants to cover.
First player to cover all balloons wins.
Variatipn: slayer must name the color before he covers that particular balloon.

04, 33, 35 - UNDMCOVi...R

J. Jaksina
Union Sch., Farmington, Ct.

T. C 1q73-

2 players. 24 bottle caps (or other markers).
ach 'layer covers all 12 of his numbers. :layers take turns rolling a pair f

Player rolls - for ex-a,r,ple, 8 - he may uncover 8 on his side of board or ary cohtbination
equ',11ne; 8 (7=r1, Vt2, 5i3, 41-4).. Second player follms same procedure. Gar,e

conti.lues, players alternating turns, until on ,layer wino,by uncoverinj all 12 nir.b-,r4'.

)DA op Aapur

TA LAI 079j Fran Vi Loris cl. (7.-.)c 1,1.,



- 34, 35 - MACHAG LEFT Ai ll ItICHT

Child is to match single figures with figures on card, exilaining in sentences
like,"The wo.an is on the left." etc.

- 34, 35 -

Eethod 1.
LetLod 2.
Extension:

Pocked. cordsi

Fohli PFItCSPTION

hatch shapes to Pattern board.
ratc:. ae set of shapes to second set.
Use letters or numbers,

VII

9.1 I

Fran Vaida
Hooker Sch. Hfd.

T.I.L.C.

1-5

Make shapes to match patterns on
board. Use various materials
(like sandpaper, felt, or any
stiff fabric)

Fran Vaida
Hooker Sch. Hfd.

T.I.L.C.
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- 32, 35 - CONFIGURATION

Child learns vocabulary words through the configuration
be taken from reading Worktx,ks.

Pic u re of

b ooic

of the word. Pictures can

17Ldu

calse

1110145C
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bun

C Ut out W ra.8

- 31, 33, 35 - ATTERNINC

Sister Dorothy Coul.er
St. Augustine Sch. Htfd.

'T. 1. L C , /el 75.

Skills reinforced: visual motorlmegr tion, left-right progression, sequencing.
Procedure: Teacher or child aetermin s a particular actiun for each symbol. How
this is presented to the class may vary
Examples: 1. Teacher may show and tell the class what actiun is represented uy each
symbol. The class then "reads" the tyriuols b/ doing the actions. 2. Teacher "reads'
the first line of symbols by doing the correct actions. The class must then prou3e1T-
solve and match the actions ana the symbols and continue "reading" with the teacher .
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- 21. 35

,/

Recognizing b and d
(Initial Letters)

Cards have pictures of objects whose names begin with either b or d. Child sorts

-them into the proper envelopes.

This activity is an attempt to remedy the co-,on reversal of b and d.

011111MW -.

/

- 31, 33, 35 -- ban MSIGNS

/ /-

Can you copy these dead esigns? Purpose: To check eye-hand coordination, color
Blindness and discrimingtion of shapes.

RettJaVIS
,C /97s

LOLL
C.C.S.C.

96 Denise Colin
C.C.S.C.

I.L.C. t-77



- 08, 35 -

Two pld'yers. At the start, all figures are covered. (If Lsttle caps are to be used,

.keep figures 3/4" in size.) Each player, in turn, lifts 2 covers in an attempt to
find matching pairs. When two natcning shapes are uncovered plpyer keeps the covers.
When all figures have been uncovered player with the mst caps/covers wins.
(Game nay be made with numerals, letters, colored pieces, etc.)

LOOK

w.

0
zsi

04,-06, 12, 33, 35 -

This Lo: rd may ue used for counting,
on nails (eye-hand co-ordination) to
with different materials for tactile

make 3 catas 4-or

f/-

NUMbERS

F. Viilert

Fox,SCh. Htfd.

)17
a

addition, and subtraction. Child ;'laces numoers

\set up problems and answers. Numuers are rade
ur oses. Make a douule set of numbers. Also

5O -Una id may s.A up a.
5+ 3 =8

Sister Dorothy Coult..
St. Augustine 3ch.

1976


